
Glossary 
 

• anthropomorphism (ἄνθρωπος, ánthrōpos – human) and (μορφή, morphē – form). is the 

attribution of human characteristics or behaviour to a god, animal, or object. 

• catharsis (κάθαρσις, kátharsis – purification, cleansing) is the purification of emotions – 

especially pity and fear – through art. It is a metaphor originally used by Aristotle in the 

Poetics, desribing the effects of tragedy on the mind of a spectator. 

• dogma (δόγμα, dogma – that which one thinks is true). In formal sense used to refer to an 

official system of principles or tenets of a church. In a less formal sense to refer to 

positions such as those of a philosopher, philosophical school. In a pejorative sense 

referring to enforced decisions, such as those of aggressive political interests or 

authorities. More generally it is applied to some strong belief that the ones adhering to it 

are not willing to rationally discuss. 

• logos  (λόγος, logos – word, reason or plan; from λέγω, lego – I say) in Greek philosophy 

reffered to the reason implicit in the cosmos, ordering it and giving it form and meaning. It 

became a technical term in philosophy beginning with Heraclitus, who used it for a 

principle of order and knowledge. Aristotle applied the term to refer to “reasoned 

discourse” or “the argument” in the field of rhetoric. Logos is the reason behind the 

argument. 

• mimesis  (μίμησις, mīmēsis – immitation; μιμεῖσθαι, mīmeisthai – to imitate; μῖμος, mimos 

– imitator, actor) is the view that art only represents reality. Plato and Aristotle spoke of 

mimesis as the re-presentation of nature. According to Plato, all artistic creation is a form 

of imitation: that which really exists (in the “world of ideas”) is a type created by God; the 

concrete things man perceives in his existence are shadowy representations of this ideal 

type and art is the shadowy representation of the concrete things. Art is the shadow of the 

shadow. 

• monotheism  (μόνος, monos – single) and (θεός, theós – god) is the doctrine or belief that 

there is only one God. 

• myth  (μῦθος, mythos – tale, story) is a traditional story, especially one concerning the 

early history of people or explaining a natural or social phenomenon, and typically 

involving supernatural beings or events. 

• polytheism  (πολύ, poly – many) and (θεός, theos – god) is the belief in or worship of 

more than one god. 

• theocracy  (θεοκρατία, theokratίa – the rule of god) from (θεός, theós – god) and 

(κρατεῖν, krateĩn – to rule) is a system of government under the control of a state-sponsored 

religion. 

• theory is a contemplative and rational type of generalizing thinking, or the results of such 

thinking. The Greek theoria  (θεωρία – contemplation, speculation, a looking at, things 

looked at), theorein (θεωρεῖν – to consider, speculate, look at), and theoros (θεωρός – 

spectator) are derived from thea (θέα – a view) and horan (ὁρᾶν – to see). In Aristotle's 

terminology, theory is contrasted with praxis or practice (πρᾶξις – doing, which is opposed 

to theory), because pure theory involves no doing apart from itself. 


